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Abstract 
 

Complex computational tasks, such as topology construction and neighbor selection, which affect the file download 
efficiency in mobile peer-to-peer (MP2P) networks, are difficult to perform given the limited performance of mobile 
nodes. Thus, a cloud-assisted cooperative mechanism (CACM) for file download was proposed in this study to address 
this problem. The CACM aimed to construct a stable network topology based on the improved ant colony optimization 
algorithm and select appropriate neighbor nodes by adopting multiple strategies in the download process. Moreover, the 
main computational tasks were offloaded from the mobile nodes to the cloud server. Simulation results indicate that the 
file download efficiency of the CACM is close to that of BitTorrent in the first download stage, and CACM performs 
better at the second stage. In addition, the average download time of the CACM is reduced by at least 5% compared with 
BitTorrent, and its performance remains unchanged with the expansion of the network scale. The finding in this study 
proves that the research of CACM is crucial in improving the file download efficiency in MP2P networks. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Mobile peer-to-peer (MP2P) has been extensively used in 
data distribution with the rapid development of mobile 
network and the peer-to-peer (P2P) technology. Research on 
improving the efficiency of file download in MP2P networks 
has attracted considerable attention because high-quality 
service requires an efficient network. Therefore, designing a 
file download mechanism in MP2P networks is an 
interesting and significant research topic. The previous 
studies [1, 2] revealed that cloud computing can be applied 
to the download mechanism for MP2P networks, and the 
cloud server has computing, network bandwidth, and storage 
capacity advantages. 

In the existing literature, the file download mechanism’s 
design mainly focuses on network topology construction and 
neighbor selection. The construction of a network topology 
is an essential step in the design of the download mechanism 
for MP2P networks. This process has become a significant 
challenge to mobile nodes because of their different 
computation capability. It has always been assumed that 
each node have the same attributions in the network. 
However, the performance of each node is different [3]. 
Nodes that have high performance cannot be fully utilized, 
while nodes with low performance would be overloaded 

under the unrealistic assumption. The difference in 
computation capability leads to load imbalance among nodes 
[4], which results in network instability and low file 
download efficiency. Thus, constructing a stable network 
topology requires the cloud server to evaluate the 
performance of nodes and coordinate the computational 
tasks during file distribution. The selection of neighbor 
nodes based on a more complex strategy is difficult because 
of the limited computing capability of the mobile node. Thus, 
the computation capability of nodes should be fully utilized 
by seeking extra assistance from the cloud server. 

Based on the above analysis, this study examines a core 
problem in designing the download mechanism for MP2P 
networks. Subsequently, the effects of network size and load 
are considered. 
 
 
2. State of the art 
 
Many research institutions and scholars currently 
concentrate on investigating the download mechanism of 
MP2P networks. Their works mainly focus on network 
architecture, neighbor selection, resource scheduling, and 
upload bandwidth allocation. 
 
2.1 Network architecture 
The cloud server can configure resources and improve 
equipment utilization better than common mobile terminals. 
Many researchers have proposed the idea of a cloud-assisted 
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MP2P architecture. Liu et al. [5] presented a new cloud-
assisted architecture model for the mobile social network to 
reduce the traffic on the core network. In addition, a cloud-
assisted MP2P network architecture was presented in [6], in 
which the cloud server adopted a novel content distribution 
mechanism to reduce data transmission and energy 
consumption. Rocha et al. [7] proposed a hybrid architecture, 
which included cloud and P2P layers, for solving the 
multimedia information retrieval problem. Riad et al. [8] 
suggested a novel cloud framework of the P2P video-on-
demand system, which reduced the load on the server. 
Kavalionak et al. [9] argued that combining cloud computing 
and P2P would be one of the milestones for next generation 
distributed P2P-based architectures. 
 
2.2 Neighbor selection 
A performance evaluation model, which selects appropriate 
neighbor nodes with high performance during file 
distribution, was proposed in [10] to improve the file 
download efficiency in MP2P networks. In [11], the node in 
MP2P network selected its neighbors with maximum 
reputation value to forward the query walker during the 
search process, which solved the low resource search 
efficiency. Zhang et al. [12] highlighted that each peer 
should select the closest neighbor node to reduce network 
power consumption. In addition, a new neighbor selection 
strategy presented in [13] constructed a hierarchical overlay, 
which reduced the cost by two-thirds compared with random 
overlay. 
 
2.3 Resource scheduling 
Mobile terminal users are data consumers and providers in 
MP2P networks, enabling upload services to others after 
obtaining file pieces. Nodes that own more file pieces are 
more likely to provide upload service if the download 
request is stable, then, the download rate of the system 
would be faster. Considerable studies have been conducted 
on the design of resource scheduling to raise the resource 
utilization in file distribution systems. An incentive 
mechanism based on the credit and balance of resources was 
presented in [14]. The incentive mechanism highlighted the 
dynamic price of resources and reasonable penalties for free 
riders. Harjula et al. [15] proposed an approach that 
distributed the download tasks to mobile terminals with low 
power consumption, thereby extending the battery life of the 
mobile terminal. Wang et al. [16] constructed a three-phase 
scheduling mechanism for load balance in cloud computing 
networks. In the first phase, the cloud server sorted the task 
requirements to determine the best task order. In the second 
phase, the cloud server allocated each task to a suitable 
service manager based on task property. In the third phase, 
the cloud server selected the best service node to ensure that 
the tasks were accomplished within the minimum time. 
 
2.4 Allocation of the upload bandwidth 
The allocation of upload bandwidth for mobile terminal 
users is a popular research topic. Satsiou et al. [17] 
established a reputation system in the content distribution 
network, in which the system allocated the upload 
bandwidth to the mobile nodes with high reputation. 
Kapadnis et al. [18] considered that the upload bandwidth of 
the system should be allocated to the nodes with great 
contributions. Cong et al. [19] defined a utility function to 
describe the users’ demand of file and designed a distributed 
bandwidth allocation scheme to maximize the overall 
utilization of the network. Huang et al. [20] presented an 

upload bandwidth allocation algorithm based on the 
bandwidth demand model to enhance the bandwidth 
utilization of nodes. Zheng et al. [21] proposed a push 
mechanism to ensure the nodes’ upload bandwidth can be 
utilized efficiently. 

Existing studies confirmed the significance of improving 
the file download process in MP2P networks. However, 
certain limitations should be addressed. (1) The capability 
difference among nodes, which has not been explored 
thoroughly, would lead to load imbalance. (2) A single 
strategy is not always optimal for nodes during file 
download when download tasks increase. Different 
strategies should be adopted in the different download stages. 
This study proposes a cloud-assisted cooperative mechanism 
(CACM) to address these problems. First, the cloud server 
collects the node status information and evaluates the 
computation capability of each node. Second, the improved 
ant colony optimization algorithm is used to construct the 
network topology to ensure load balance in the 
network. Third, the file download process is divided into two 
stages in which different download strategies are adopted for 
file distribution and neighbor selection.  

The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 3 
describes the architecture of the cloud-assisted MP2P 
network and discusses the mathematical model based on the 
proposed architecture. The performance of CACM is 
evaluated in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 
Section 5. 
 
 
3. Methodology 

 
This section presents the architecture of the cloud-assisted 
MP2P network. Then, we model the construction of file 
distribution topology and the download process based on 
this architecture. 
 
3.1 Cloud-assisted MP2P architecture 
This study presents a three-layer architecture. Fig. 1 shows 
that the cloud-assisted MP2P network architecture consists 
of the Internet, user, and cloud layers. 
 
The function of each layer explained as follows: 
 

(1) The Internet layer is the content provider in this 
architecture. It provides file resources to the cloud and user 
layers. Moreover, the Internet layer supports the network 
manager in maintaining the stability of the architecture.  

(2) The user layer supports the users in downloading 
files they require. In this layer, the end users construct a 
mobile network, and each mobile user can send requests to 
the Internet layer. The file pieces owned by users come from 
the cloud layer or neighbors. 

(3) The cloud layer acts as an intermediary layer between 
the user and the Internet layers. In this layer, the cloud server 
collects basic user information, including CPU, battery 
capacity, access method, and bandwidth. In addition, users 
can send download requests to the cloud server, and the 
cloud server can leverage its powerful computation 
capability to download files and store them in a server. Then, 
the files are split into pieces, and the cloud server distributes 
them among mobile terminals according to their 
computation capability. On one hand, the cloud layer 
reduces the traffic cost between the user and the Internet 
layers. On the other hand, most of the computational tasks 
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are offloaded to the cloud layer, thereby reducing the burden 
on each mobile terminal. 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Architecture of a cloud-assisted MP2P network 
 

According to the architecture described above, we 
introduce the cooperative download process as follows. First, 
the number of nodes in the network is initialized at time 
instant t . Second, the cloud layer evaluates the computation 
capability of nodes according to the status information. 
Third, the file distribution topology is constructed based on 
the improved ant colony optimization algorithm. Finally, the 
nodes join the download process. In the download process, 
the number of file pieces owned by node i  is fewer than 
90% of an entire file at the initial state. Then, the cloud layer 
adopts the random and rare-first strategies [22] for file 
distribution. Otherwise, the node can select the neighbor 
node with the same number of file pieces and download the 
rest of the file pieces from its neighbors. 
 
3.2 Mathematical model 
The file download process was modeled based on the 
architecture described in Section 3.1. This model was 
established in the context of three major assumptions. (1) 
The joining process of nodes follows a monotonic 
decreasing Poisson distribution. (2) The nodes are randomly 
scattered in the network and would not leave until they 
obtain all the pieces of an entire file. (3) The upload 
bandwidth of a node is lower than its download bandwidth.  
 
3.2.1 Network initialization 
Because the joining process of nodes follows the Poisson 
distribution given the stability, generality, and non-
aftereffect property, the number of nodes in the network 
should be initialized before the download process begins. 
The number of nodes at time instant t is represented by 

)(tN , which can be expressed as Eq. (1).  
 

!
)( 0 k

eNtN
k

t λλ−=   (1) 

 
 Where 0N  is the number of nodes at initial state, λ is 
the average arrival rate of nodes, k  is the number of times 
the node joins the network.  
 
3.2.2 Performance assessment of nodes 
The cloud layer evaluates the computation capability of 
nodes based on their status information, such as CPU, 
memory size, access bandwidth, and battery capacity. 1ω , 

2ω , 3ω  and 4ω  represent the weighting factors. To evaluate 
the computation capability of nodes, we formulate the 
equations as follows:  
 

θωγωβωαωφ 4321 +++=  (2) 
 

14321 =+++ ωωωω  (3) 
 

In Eq. (2), φ  is the computation capability of nodes. 
α denotes the available CPU ratio. β  is the available 
memory size ratio, γ  is the available access bandwidth ratio,  
θ  is the available battery capacity ratio.  

To determine the values of weighting factors, the 
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method was used in this 
study. The AHP can decompose the decision problem into 
different hierarchies. Moreover, it calculates the priority 
weight of each element to another in the last hierarchy by 
creating a judgment matrix. The last step of AHP calculates 
the final weight of the alternative solution to the general goal. 
Then, the maximum weighted solution is optimal. The 
details of the computation method are as follows: 

 
(1) Establishing the hierarchical structure model 

First, we build a multi-objective hierarchical structure 
model based on practical application, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The model is a three-layer structure, which includes the 
target, criterion, and program layers. The goal of the target 
layer is to select the node with the highest computation 
capability. The criteria considered in this evaluation are CPU, 
memory size, bandwidth, and battery capacity. Finally, the 
program layer proposes an optimal solution. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Hierarchy structure 
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(2) Creating the judgment matrix  
We compare the CPU, memory size, bandwidth, and 

battery capacity in terms of their importance in reaching the 
goal. The results of the pairwise comparison are organized in 
the judgment matrix A . 

 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

12/125/1
2121
2/12/113/1
5131

A  (4) 

 
The AHP method is used to determine the appropriate 

values of weighting factors 1ω , 2ω , 3ω  and 4ω , and the 
result is obtained as follows: 
 

( ) ( )TT 16.0,30.0,12.0,42.0,,, 4321 == ωωωωω  (5) 
 
Where ω  is a feature vector of the matrix in Eq. (4), the 
superscript T  is the transpose symbol.  
Then, the following expressions can be derived by 
substituting Eq. (5) to Eq. (2): 
 

θγβαφ 16.030.012.042.0 +++=  (6) 
 
3.2.3 File distribution topology 
To improve the efficiency of the file download and achieve 
load balance in the MP2P network, we employs the 
improved ant colony algorithm to construct the file 
distribution topology. The ant denotes the file piece in this 
study, the computation capability of nodes is determined as 
the initial factor for ant to search the path. The ant updates 
the pheromone content when it finds one node with the same 
computation capability. Then, the nodes with similar 
computation capability become the neighbor nodes of each 
other. We construct the network topology based on the 
computation capability of nodes. The basic idea of the 
improved ant colony optimization algorithm is described as 
follows. 

First, according to the weighting factors, the cloud layer 
estimates the computation capability of each node by 
collecting its status information, such as CPU, memory size, 
access bandwidth, and battery capacity. Then, the cloud 
layer sorts the nodes according to their computation 
capability to establish a balance tree, where the nodes with 
similar computation capability are selected as neighbors. 
Supposing that the node computation capability ranges from 
0 to 1 and we select the values 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9, then the 
balance tree is as shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Topology of file distribution 

 
3.2.4 File download process of nodes 
At the first stage, the file pieces owned by node i  are less 
than 90% of an entire file. ija  is the number of the thj file 
piece that node i  owns, and n  is the total number of file 
pieces belonging to an entire file. The network state at the 
first stage described as follows: 
 

na
n

j
ij ×≤∑

=

%90
1

  (7) 

 
At the beginning of the file distribution, one mobile node 

cannot provide any pieces to other nodes, and it must obtain 
all the file pieces as soon as possible. The first file piece 
distributed from the cloud layer to the node is randomly 
selected, and then the cloud layer adopts the rare-first 
strategy for file distribution. 
The model is built based on the following assumptions: 
 

(1) Each mobile node has equal opportunity to download 
file pieces. 

(2) The environmental factors that affect the bandwidth 
of a node can be ignored.  

(3) Except for the cloud server, none of the other mobile 
terminal nodes can be regarded as a seed node. 

(4) The model can be simplified based on the assumption 
that none of the nodes leaves the network until it has 
successfully downloaded all pieces of an entire file. 

 
In the cloud-assisted MP2P network, we denote the 

shared file as SF . The number of nodes that participate in 
the download process is N . Each node connects with m  
neighbor nodes. The shared file is split into n  pieces, 

iSF and each piece has its copies in the network. A node can 
download the file successfully only when has collected all 
the pieces of SF . We use the probability that the file is 
successfully downloaded to quantify the validity of shared 
file.  

The probability that a node obtains the  thi file piece of 
SF can be expressed as

iSF
P , which calculated as follows: 

 
NXP iSFi
/=   (8) 

 

Where iSF  is the  thi piece of shared file, iX  is the 

number of iSF  and its copies that cloud layer distributed to 
the network, N is the total number of nodes in the network. 

We denotes the probability that all neighbor nodes have 
no file piece iSF  as 

iSF
P , which can be calculated as follows: 

 
( ) ( )mi

m
SFSF NXPP
ii

/11 −=−=  (9) 
 
 Where m  is the number of neighbors of each node. 
 The probability that at least one of the m  neighbor 
nodes owns the file piece  iSF  is denoted by iSFP ' : 
 

( ) ( )miSFSF NXPP
iI /111' −−=−=  (10) 

 
The validity of the shared file can be obtained as follows: 
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( )( )∏∏
==

−−==
n

i

m
i

n

i
SF NXPF I

11

' /11  (11) 

 
 Where F  is the validity of shared file, n  is the number 
of pieces of an entire shared file.  

According to the previous definition, the shared file with 
better validity is more likely to be downloaded successfully. 
Therefore, the above problem can be transformed into a 
constrained optimization problem: 
 

( )( )

⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧

⋅⋅⋅=≥

=−=

−−−=

∑

∏

=

=

niX

XSumHts

NXF

i

n

i
i

n

i

m
i

,,2,1,0

0:.

/11:min

1

1

 (12) 

 
 Where F:min  is  the objective function of the 
optimization problem, Hts :.  is an objective function 
constraint, and Sum  is the total number of file pieces, 
including the copies of each piece of shared file. Such a 
constrained optimization problem can be solved using Kuhn-
Tucker conditions. We construct a Lagrange function as 
follows:  
 

( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−−−−−= ∑∏

==

n

i
i

n

i

m
i XSumvNXvXL

11

/11,  (13) 

 
 Where v  is the Lagrange multiplier. The partial 
derivatives of each X  is obtained in Eq. (14): 
 

v
N
X

N
X

N
m

X
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m
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⎛
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⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
−−=

∂

∂
∏
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−
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1

111  (14) 

 
 Where  L  is the Lagrange function in Eq. (13), and kX  
is the number of  the  thk file piece and its copies in network. 
The partial derivatives of v  is obtained as follows: 
 

SumX
v
L n

i
i −=

∂

∂
∑
=1

  (15) 

 
 Then, the ( )vXL ,∇  is defined as the gradient of function 
( )vXL , , which can be expressed as follows: 
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 According to the conditions of Kuhn-Tucker, we list the 
formulas as follows: 
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 The non-negative v  can be expressed as Eq. (18): 
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 Then, we list the formula as follows: 
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 The solutions of above equations can be obtained as 
follows: 
 

nXXXX =⋅⋅⋅=== 321  (20) 
 
 Then, the local optimal solution ∗X can be obtained as 
follows: 
 

( ) ⎟
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⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
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SumXXXX n ,,,,,,,, 321X  (21) 

 
 Where *

iX  is the optimal valve of iX , Sum  is the total 
number of all file pieces and their copies, n  is the number 
of file pieces that a shared file owned. 
 The second derivative of the function F  can be 
expressed as follows:  
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According to Eq. (22), F  is an increasing function, and 

the constrained optimization problem is also a convex 
programming problem. Therefore, ∗X  is the global optimal 
solution. The optimal solution indicates that the number of 

iSF  is equal to the average number of total file pieces in the 
cloud-assisted mobile P2P network. Therefore, only when 
the cloud layer adopts the rare-first strategy to distribute file 
pieces evenly in the first stage can the proposed model 
obtain the optimal solution.  

At the second stage of file download process, the number 
of file pieces owned by node i  is more than 90% of an 
entire shared file. The network state can be expressed as 
follows: 
 

na
n

j
ij ×≥∑

=

%90
1

  (23) 

 
 Where ija  is the number of the thj file piece that node 
i owns, and n  is the number of file pieces owned by an 
entire file. 

The efficiency of file download in the network cannot be 
improved when the node selects its neighbor nodes with 
more file pieces. The nodes with fewer file pieces are less 
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likely to be selected as neighbors; thus, the loads of other 
nodes increase.  

Similarly, the node has less interest in its neighbors with 
fewer file pieces. Then, the node would fail to obtain the 
desired file pieces from its neighbors, thus resulting in low 
file download efficiency. 

To maintain high file download efficiency at the second 
stage, we propose a new strategy for neighbor selection. In 
this strategy, the node with the same number of requests is 
selected as the neighbor node. The success rate of 
exchanging pieces between nodes with the same number of 
pieces is higher. To evaluate the file download efficiency in 
MP2P networks, the average download time ( )ADT  should 
be considered. The ADT  can be calculated by Eq. (24): 
 

N
T

ADT
N

i i∑−= 1   (24) 

 
Where N  is the total number of nodes, and iT  is the 
download time of node i . The shorter average download 
time indicates a higher efficiency of file download. 
 
 
4 Result analysis and discussion 
 
This section first discusses the simulation environment and 
parameters. More analyses based on the simulation results 
are discussed in the following section. In the simulation, to 
evaluate the performance of CACM, we compare it with 
existing algorithms, such as Random [23], BitTorrent [24], 
Random+LoadBalance, and BitTorrent+LoadBalance [25]. 

4.1 Experimental environment 
We simulate and evaluate the efficiency of file download in 
PeerSim [26]. The experimental platform and the required 
hardware/software are shown in Table 1. To simulate the 
actual network features, we list the related parameters in 
Table 2. 

Table 1. Experimental platform 
GPU(GHz) 2.3 
Memory (GB) 8 
Hard disk (GB) 320 
Operate system Windows 
Development environment Eclipse 
Simulation software PeerSim-1.0.5 

 
Table 2. Experimental parameters 
Parameters types Parameters 

settings 
File size (MB) 8 
File piece size (KB) 320 
The download bandwidth of node (kbps) 1024 
The upload bandwidth of node (kbps) 512 
The number of initial nodes 100, 200, 300 
Maximum number of neighbor nodes 5 
Minimum number of neighbor nodes 1 
The rate of addition/departure 5% 

 
4.2 Simulation results and analysis 
This study compares the performance of the CACM with 
Random, Random+LoadBalance, BitTorrent+LoadBalance, 
and BitTorrent. In the simulation, a file (256 MB) is split 
into 1000 pieces, and the size of each piece is 256 KB. The 
number of nodes that participate in the download process is 
100, 200, and 300.  
 

 
(a)                                                                                               (b) 

 

 
            (c) 

Fig. 4.  File download time of nodes in MP2P networks. (The file size is 256 MB. (a) 100 nodes; (b) 200 nodes; (c) 300 nodes) 
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As shown in Fig. 4, the horizontal axis represents the 
number of downloaded file pieces in the system, and the 
vertical axis represents the total download time. Five curves 
represent the different algorithms. Fig. 4 shows that, at the 
first stage, the download time of the CACM is longer than 
that of the original BitTorrent. However, it performs better 
than the original BitTorrent at the second stage. When file 

download is completed, the average download time of the 
CACM is less than those of BitTorrent and the other 
algorithms. These results remain unchanged with the 
increasing node number of the network. From the 
perspective of average download time, the CACM improves 
the efficiency of file download in MP2P networks.  

 

 
(d)                                                                                                  (e) 

 
                 (f) 

Fig. 5.  File download time of nodes in MP2P networks (The file size is 512 MB. (d) 100 nodes; (e) 200 nodes; (f) 300 nodes) 
 
 To illustrate the suitability of the CACM for 
downloading larger files, we set the file size to 512 MB, and 
the results are shown in Fig. 5. When the number of nodes 
increases from 100 to 200 and 300, the average download 
time of BitTorrent is nearly in its original state. In 
comparison, the average download time of the CACM is 
closer to BitTorrent at the first stage. However, the total 
download time of the CACM is less than that of BitTorrent. 
Therefore, the CACM also improves the efficiency of file 
download from other nodes in MP2P network when it used 
to download large file. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
To improve the efficiency of file download in MP2P 
networks, a file download mechanism referred to as the 
CACM was proposed in this study. The mechanism was 
used to construct a stable network topology and to select 
neighbor nodes by adopting multiple strategies during file 
download. The simulation results were analyzed to evaluate 
the CACM performance. The following conclusions were 
drawn:  

(1) Among the five algorithms (CACM, Random, 
Random+LoadBalance, BitTorrent+LoadBalance, and 
BitTorrent), the file download efficiency of the CACM is 

close to that of BitTorrent in the first stage, and it performs 
better at the second stage. The file download efficiency of 
the other three algorithms is lower than that of CACM. 

(2) The comparison result does not change significantly 
with the expansion of network size. 

(3) The CACM performance is also superior to those of 
the other algorithms when downloading large files. 
Moreover, the average download time of CACM is at least 
5% lower than that of BitTorrent. 

The results demonstrate that the CACM can improve the 
file download efficiency in MP2P networks. However, many 
deficiencies still exist in our mechanism. For instance, the 
simulation results show that the CACM only performs better 
at the second stage. In addition, the CACM proposed in this 
study was only compared with other algorithms with respect 
to the download time. Thus, further analysis is required to 
analyze the time complexity of these algorithms. In future 
work, more factors are necessary to be considered to 
improve the CACM performance. 
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